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Underground (2003) –. You can't help but become fascinated in the various underground.An archeological treasure in France has finally been unearthed. The discovery of the Roman-era tomb of a family in the suburbs of Paris has led archeologists to believe they may have finally found the grave of Caesar, and the "Murderer of Caesar."
According to Daily Mail, the tomb may have been used to store riches, as people don't want the grave disturbed during archeological excavations. The archeological site was discovered by archaeologists that were working with the grounds department for a housing project. They started digging up some of the ground that was being
removed when they uncovered a tomb that was in use during the first centuries AD. "The burial chamber was the size of a small storage room, lined with fired bricks and sealed with a stone slab," according to Daily Mail. "The second slab did not fit. After the removal of the slab a shaft was revealed." The burial chamber was filled with
bones. Archeologists also believe the bones may belong to seven different people, but they don't believe anyone had been buried with Caesar in the tomb. The archeological team who uncovered the tomb was not pleased by the news. According to Daily Mail, they view this as a grave robbery. Some archeologists believes the burial chamber
could have been a hidden vault where wealth could have been stored. This is the second time that a potential Caesar's tomb has been discovered. In September, archeologists at a town in Puy-de-Dome, France unearthed a tomb that they believe was once a house for Caesar's family. Don't you just love it when archeologists find history?
Hopefully this leads to more history finds. MORE MUSIC NEWS:"Daft Punk’s" 'Get Lucky' Glides Into The Top 10 On Latest Billboard Hot 100 Chart The future of the Grammy Awards is always a
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